PROFESSIONELLER RETTUNGSDIENST
IM SCHIENENVERKEHR.
BEI UNS STEHT DIE SICHERHEIT IM VORDERGRUND.

SCHWERLASTTRANSPORT FÜR DIE BAHN.
AUF GERINGE BRÜCKENLASTEN KOMMT ES AN.

KIROW

Der Kirow Multi Tasker ist das ultimative Hebezeug für
die Unfallbeseitigung.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

XL SAFETY

HOHE TRAGFÄHIGKEITEN
Der Eisenbahnkran von Kirow bietet sehr hohe Tragfähigkeiten. Er ist das einzige Schienenfahrzeug, das
sämtliches Rollmaterial auf das Nachbargleis und im
Falle der stärksten Krane sogar längs vor Puffer heben
und transportieren kann.

Der Kirow Multi Mover C ist das Herzstück der Technologie zum Bau von Eisenbahnstrecken mit vorgefertigten Brückenelementen. Diese werden im Betonwerk sicher und schonend auf den Multi Mover verladen und über Strecken von mehr als 10 km Länge
zum Einbauort transportiert.

Die fortschreitenden Einschränkungen für Straßentransporte machen den Schwerlasttransport auf der
Schiene zunehmend attraktiver. Schwerste Ladungen
wie Transformatoren, Generatoren und Ausrüstungen
für Walzwerke mit Eigenmassen von bis zu 500 t und
mehr sind für Schwerlastwagen von Kirow ein Leichtes.

MIT DEM VERLEGEKRAN SYNCHRONISIERT
Die perfekte Abstimmung mit der vor Ort eingesetzten
Verlegetechnologie garantiert den sicheren und präzisen Einbau der Fertigteile. Abhängig von den äußeren
Randbedingungen variieren Größen und Geometrien
der Brückenteile. Bisher ausgeführte Fahrzeuge wurden für den Transport von 35 m langen Brückenelementen mit einer Masse von 900 t konzipiert.

MASSGESCHNEIDERTE LÖSUNGEN
Die Schwerlastwagen sind maßgeschneiderte Produkte,
die ausgehend vom Kundenwunsch und Rahmenbedingungen optimiert werden. Es gibt drei Lademethoden:
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EINFACHER ZUGANG ZUR UNFALLSTELLE
Unfallstellen inmitten großer Bahnhöfe, auf Strecken
entlang von Flüssen, in Einschnitten oder in den Bergen
sind für gummibereifte Fahrzeuge schwer zugänglich.
Für den Multi Tasker sind sie schnell und problemlos zu
erreichen. Er wird wie ein normaler Waggon von
einer Lokomotive zum Einsatzort befördert und ist
sofort einsatzbereit.
XL SAFETY
Der Kirow-Eisenbahnkran ist zudem extrem sicher.
Die elektronische Lastmomentbegrenzung, welche den
Kran immer im sicheren Arbeitsbereich hält, ist in die
Kransteuerung integriert. Sämtliche Bewegungen des
Krans werden durch bewährte Sensorik überwacht.
Ergänzt wird dieser Sicherheitsaspekt durch exzellente
Sichtverhältnisse, die die Kabine des Multi Taskers
dem Kranfahrer bietet. Die große Kabinenscheibe aus
Sicherheitsglas gewährleistet einen perfekten Rundum-Überblick und beste Sichtverhältnisse. Unterstützt
wird dies durch eine Kamera für die Sicht nach hinten,
deren Blickwinkel auf einem hochauflösenden Bildschirm gezeigt wird. Konzentriertes Arbeiten fällt in
dem Multi Tasker leicht.

PERFEKTE ANPASSUNG AN DIE BEDINGUNGEN
DER SCHIENENWEGE FÜR EINEN EFFIZIENTEN
BETRIEB UND VIELSEITIGE NUTZUNG:
DOPPELTER DREHKRANZ –
EINE KIROW ERFINDUNG
Der Multi Tasker kann den Ausleger drehen, ohne dass
das Gegengewicht mitdreht. Auch wenn Hindernisse
wie Masten, Tunnel- oder Lärmschutzwände sich im
rückwärtigen Bereich befinden, kann der Multi Tasker
uneingeschränkt arbeiten. Er benötigt nur eine Stütze,
was eine enorme Zeitersparnis und schnellstmögliche
Unfallbehebung bedeutet.
FAHREN MIT LAST
Anders als Mobilkrane kann der Multi Tasker schwere
Lasten verfahren. So können Rollmaterial und Drehgestelle nicht nur eingegleist, sondern auch von der
Unfallstelle weg bewegt werden.

REDUNDANZ FÜR EXTREME ZUVERLÄSSIGKEIT
Die Bautechnologie mit vorgefertigten Brückenteilen,
die teilweise in extremen Dimensionen vorliegen, erfordert ein Höchstmaß an Zuverlässigkeit. Die Kirow
Multi Mover C sind daher mit zwei redundant arbeitenden Powerpacks ausgestattet. Jedes der beiden
Powerpacks kann alleine alle Bewegungen eines
kompletten Arbeitsablaufes, wie z. B. Heben, Lenken
oder Fahren, bewerkstelligen – sie sind der Garant für
absolute Zuverlässigkeit.

6 Starke Kirow-Krane heben Lokomotiven längs vor Kopf

GROSSER ARBEITSBEREICH
Der Multi Tasker besitzt einen langen Teleskopausleger,
mit dem auch verstreut liegende Teile, die sich in beispielsweise 20 m Entfernung vom Gleis befinden, problemlos geborgen und abtransportiert werden können.
SINNVOLLE INVESTITION
Netzbetreiber, die einen Kirow Multi Tasker beschaffen,
handeln wirtschaftlich vernünftig. Denn je zügiger Unfallstellen geräumt werden können, desto kleiner fällt
der Zeitverlust aus Fahrwegsperrungen aus. Zudem
senkt die schonende Bergung kostspieliger Bahnfahrzeuge etwaige Reparaturkosten.

Alle Bewegungen werden beim Multi Mover mit umfangreichen Diagnosesystemen überwacht. Diese
Tools bieten dem Fahrer die Möglichkeit, sogar potentielle Bedienfehler frühzeitig zu erkennen und schnell
zu korrigieren, denn trotz seiner riesigen Abmessungen ist der Multi Mover C erstaunlich beweglich. Die
elektronische Lenkung umfasst neben drei Lenkprogrammen für Kurvenfahrten auch ein Programm
für das seitliche Verfahren.

Mit einer Lebensdauer von mehr als 30 Jahren ist der
Kirow-Kran eine nachhaltige Investition.

Bei dem Multi Tasker werden ausschließlich hochqualitative Komponenten eingesetzt, die vorwiegend von
deutschen Herstellern stammen. Die Qualität und die
feine Abstimmung vermitteln dem Kranfahrer auch in
brenzligen Situationen Selbstvertrauen und Ruhe.

6 Die spezielle Gegengewichtsanordnung des Multi Taskers
ermöglicht das profilfreie Arbeiten mit nur einer Stütze

WELTMARKTFÜHRER
FÜR WEICHENUMBAUTECHNIK.
KURZE UMBAUZEITEN, PERFEKTE LOGISTIK.
Je nach Topografie und der Dichte des Streckennetzes bietet Kirow die perfekte Lösung für den
Weichenumbau.
8 MULTI TASKER
Mit seinen Systemvorteilen ist der Multi Tasker prädestiniert für das Arbeiten in Gleisnetzen, die durch eine
Vielzahl großer Bahnhöfe und/oder zahlreiche Tunnel,
Flüsse und Berge gekennzeichnet sind.
EINZIGARTIGE ARBEITSWEISE
Seine einzigartige Methode des Verfahrens schwerer
Segmente vor Puffer (selbst unter Oberleitungen) ermöglicht es, Lasten über längere Distanzen am Kranhaken zu bewegen. Ein großer Vorteil, denn in dichten
Gleisnetzen sind Montageorte schwer zu finden. Mit
dem Multi Tasker können Montageorte bis zu ca. 2 km
Entfernung zum eigentlichen Einbauort gewählt werden. Selbstverständlich kann der Multi Tasker schwere
Lasten auch durch überhöhte Kurven transportieren,
denn er stellt sich in allen Situationen automatisch
in Waage. Der automatische Überhöhungsausgleich
des Multi Taskers ermöglicht das sichere Verfahren
schwerer Lasten unter schwierigsten Bedingungen.
HOHE MANÖVRIERFÄHIGKEIT SCHWERER UND
SPERRIGER LASTEN
Der Multi Tasker ist sehr beweglich im Gleisumfeld.
Lasten können nicht nur verfahren, sondern auch
mit dem Ausleger seitlich verschwenkt und mit dem
Haken gedreht werden. Somit können selbst bis zu
40 m lange oder bis zu 8 m breite Segmente elegant
um bahntypische Hindernisse wie Masten, Bahnsteige,
Bahnhofsdächer etc. herum manövriert werden.
DAS NACHBARGLEIS BLEIBT BEFAHRBAR
Das Gegengewicht kann mit Hilfe eines Teleskoparms
eingefahren werden oder verbleibt – bei Kranen mit
doppeltem Drehkranz – in der Gleisachse, der Zugverkehr auf dem Nachbargleis wird nicht vom Kran tangiert.
SCHNELLES ARBEITEN FÜR OPTIMALE
NUTZUNG DER SPERRPAUSEN
Weichen können in mehreren Großsegmenten in nur
einer Stunde aus- und innerhalb einer weiteren Stunde wieder eingebaut werden. Der Multi Tasker bietet
damit die schnellste Methode des Weichenumbaus.

6 Auch in unebenem und abschüssigem Gelände erreicht der Multi Tasker mühelos die Unfallstelle

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
Wenn es darum geht, die Bahnstrecke nach einem
Umbau schnell verlassen zu können, also in eher
ländlichen Gebieten oder bei eingleisigen Strecken,
dann ist der DESEC Tracklayer das ideale Gerät. Er
ist äußerst flexibel und leistungsstark beim Heben,
Verfahren und Verlegen von langen und schweren
Gleis- und Weichenjochen.

Dieser extremen Effizienz liegt die Umbaulogik der
modularen Arbeitsweise zu Grunde: Zeitraubende Vormontagetätigkeiten erfolgen an einem Montageort, der
unabhängig vom Gleis ist. Der Einbau des montierten
Elementes erfolgt innerhalb weniger Minuten.

GELÄNDEGÄNGIG
Der DESEC Tracklayer fährt auf Raupen und ist damit
bei seinen Transportaufgaben unabhängig von der
Schiene und völlig flexibel. Er nimmt das entsprechende Teil an einem beliebigen Platz neben dem
Gleis auf und bringt es unabhängig vom Gelände zu
dem Einbauort.

HOHE TRAGFÄHIGKEIT BRINGT VIELE
ANWENDUNGEN
Multi Tasker sind extrem leistungsstarke Krane – so
können nicht nur Betonweichenelemente in allen Größenklassen einfach gehoben und verfahren werden,
sondern vielfach werden Bahnhofsdächer, Unterwerke
sowie Brücken aller Art mit ihm montiert. Die Vielseitigkeit des Multi Taskers sichert seinen Betreibern eine
hohe Auslastung und stellt sicher, dass es sich um eine
lohnende Investition handelt.

BENÖTIGT NUR EIN GLEIS
Für den Einbau der Gleis- oder Weichenteile benötigt
der DESEC Tracklayer nur ein Gleis. Der Verkehr auf
dem Nachbargleis kann ungestört weitergehen. Der
DESEC Tracklayer nimmt das zu verbauende Teil am
Ablageort auf, bringt es zur Montagestelle und setzt es
dort passgenau in die vorgesehene Stelle.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
FERNBEDIENUNG
Der Bediener lenkt alles aus sicherer Entfernung und
bei bester Sicht per Funkfernbedienung. Der Einbau
ist – je nach Distanz zwischen Lagerungs- und Einbauort – schon nach ca. 10 Minuten pro Teil erledigt, und
das Gleis wird schnell wieder frei für den Verkehr.

Motorisierte Traversen ersetzen die manuelle Schwerpunktsuche. Der Self-Levelling Beam ist die ideale
Ergänzung zum Kran. Die motorisierte Traverse verschiebt den Kranhaken unter Last. Dies ermöglicht
die schnelle Schwerpunktsuche. Und zwar per Knopfdruck auf der Funkfernsteuerung. Die so lästige wie
langwierige manuelle Schwerpunktsuche eines auf
dem Boden oder auf dem Weichenwagen herumkletternden Anschlägers entfällt. Ein signifikanter Zugewinn an Arbeitssicherheit. Zudem werden pro Hub ca.
5 Minuten eingespart.

EINFACH IN CONTAINERN TRANSPORTIERBAR
So groß der Kirow Multi Mover C auch ist, so flexibel
ist sein modularer Aufbau. Nach dem Transport zur
Baustelle in Standardcontainern kann er schnell und
unkompliziert montiert werden und ist nach einer
kurzen Testphase einsatzfähig. Nach Beendigung des
Arbeitseinsatzes kann er ebenso einfach demontiert
und kostensparend in Containern verpackt zur nächsten Baustelle gebracht werden.

–– selbsttragende Ladungen, die in sogenannte
Tragschnäbel eingespannt werden können
–– Ladungen, die auf Durchladeträgern aufgesetzt
werden können
–– Ladungen, die auf Tiefladebrücken verladen 		
werden können
LANGJÄHRIGE ERFAHRUNG
Kirow knüpft beim Bau der Schwerlastwagen an die
langjährige Erfahrung von Krupp Ardelt an. Die Produktpalette reicht von einfacheren Wagen bis zu hochkomplexen Wagen, die über eine Vielzahl von hydraulischen
Verstelleinrichtungen verfügen. Auf diese Weise kann
Ladung mit unterschiedlichster Geometrie geladen und
Hindernissen auf der Strecke ausgewichen werden.
MINIMIERTE BRÜCKENLASTEN
Schwerlastwagen mit bis zu 36 Achsen und Tragfähigkeiten bis zu 800 t wurden bisher realisiert. Gleichmäßige Lastverteilung auf alle Achsen und somit minimierte
Fahrwegsbelastung werden konstruktiv gewährleistet.

KONTAKT

6 Herkules: Schwerlasttransport auf der Schiene mit und ohne
Ladung, Seitenansicht

BENÖTIGT AUCH MIT WEICHENWAGEN
NUR EIN GLEIS
Unschlagbar ist der DESEC Tracklayer im Zusammenspiel mit dem Weichenwagen Switch Tilter, der die
Gleis- oder Weichenteile just in time zum Montageort
bringt. Der DESEC Tracklayer nimmt einfach ein Teil
vom Weichenwagen auf, bringt es zum Einbauort und
positioniert es dort sicher und präzise, um sich nur kurze
Zeit später das nächste Teil zu holen und einzubauen.
Dieser Vorgang findet auf einem einzigen Gleis statt.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

Der Kirow Switch Tilter bringt komplett vormontierte
Weichensegmente just in time in Werksmontagequalität zur Baustelle. Dort werden sie vom Multi Tasker
oder DESEC Tracklayer angehoben und verbaut.

Für den Aushub von Schotter oder des gesamten
Gleisbetts ist der Track Digger das ideale Aushubgerät.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow hat ein spezielles Ladungssicherungssystem
entwickelt, welches von der Funksteuerung aus verund entriegelt werden kann, ohne dass ein Anschläger
auf den Weichenwagen klettern muss. Damit erfüllt der Weichenwagen die im Eisenbahnwesen
gültigen strengen Arbeitsschutzbestimmungen.

FLEXIBEL TRANSPORTIERBAR
Der DESEC Tracklayer kann wahlweise auf einem
Tieflader oder einem Flachwagen zur Baustelle gefahren werden. Mittels seiner vier Stützen entlädt er sich
selbst.

6 Hervorragende Zusammenarbeit: DESEC Tracklayer über Switch Tilter
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6 Multi Mover C: Schwerlastfahrzeug zum Transport von vorgefertigten, bewehrten Betonträgern

OPTIMALE NUTZUNG DER SPERRPAUSEN
Das Zusammenspiel zwischen Switch Tilter und
DESEC Tracklayer bzw. Multi Tasker verkürzt die Bauzeit. Der Weichenwagen kann direkt zum Einbauort
gefahren werden, sodass der Arbeitsschritt und die
Zeit des Verfahrens entfällt.

Während des Umbaus kann der Verkehr auf dem
Nachbargleis ganz normal weitergehen. Selbstverständlich bleiben vormontierte Großteile im Arbeitsverfahren mit Weichenwagen im Ganzen erhalten.
Komplette Weichen können so schnell und qualitativ
hochwertig zusammengefügt und in kurzer Zeit in
Betrieb genommen werden.

SICHERSTE METHODE
Das DESEC-Gerät ist die sicherste Umbaumethode:
Es steht fest und sicher auf vier breiten Raupen. Prinzipbedingt gibt es kein Lastpendeln oder eine Drehbewegung, die den Verkehr beeinträchtigten könnte.

6 Multi Mover C beim Bau einer Strecke für den Hochgeschwindigkeitsverkehr in China

Das Ladungssicherungssystem besteht aus sog. Cross
und Connecting Beams, die von einem Self-Levelling
Beam gegeneinander ver- bzw. entriegelt werden können.
Die Connecting Beams verbleiben am Wagen, während die Cross Beams die Anschlagbänder ersetzen.
Dies bringt einen signifikanten Gewinn an Hubhöhe.
SCHONENDE BEHANDLUNG DES WEICHENTEILS FÜR EINE HOHE EINBAUQUALITÄT
Sowohl beim DESEC Tracklayer als auch beim Kran
mit Self-Levelling Beam werden die Weichenteile frei
hängend bewegt. Das heißt, dass keinerlei Schrägzug,
Biege- oder Torsionskräfte auf die Segmente wirken.
Dies stellt eine hervorragende Einbauqualität sicher.

ARBEITEN AUF EINGLEISIGER STRECKE
Der besondere Vorteil des Track Diggers besteht darin,
dass er das Aushubmaterial in der Gleisachse verladen
kann. Das bei herkömmlichen Baggern erforderliche
Herumschwenken entfällt. Dies erhöht die Arbeitsleistung erheblich.
FLEXIBEL IM AUSHUB
Der äußerst bewegliche Baggerarm ermöglicht es, über
die gesamte Länge den geforderten Querschnitt des
Aushubbereichs präzise einzuhalten. Der Track Digger
kann auf unerwartete Situationen flexibel reagieren
und Hindernisse im Boden problemlos beseitigen.
8 BALLAST TILTER
Für die Zu- und Abfuhr des Schotters ist das Kippmuldensystem Ballast Tilter die effizienteste Lösung.
Ballast Tilter-Mulden werden einfach mit Twistlocks auf
Standardcontainerwagen befestigt und gelten daher
als Ladung. Kostspielige und zeitraubende Zulassungsverfahren entfallen. Selbst unter Oberleitungen kann
die schnelle Be- und Entladung dank niedriger Ladekante erfolgen. Ganze Ballast Tilter-Züge können in
nur 5 Minuten entleert werden – als Bedienung hierfür
reicht eine einzelne Person, die die Kippmulden mit Hilfe einer Kabelfernbedienung sicher steuert.

6 Switch Tilter in Großbritannien

EXTREM WIRTSCHAFTLICH
Die in Großbritannien „modular switch“ genannte Umbaumethode hat zu Umbaukosteneinsparungen von
durchschnittlich 30 % geführt. Anders als sonst üblich
kann mit dem Switch Tilter die montierte Weiche direkt
in Großsegmenten transportiert werden: Es entfällt die
Demontage und die Einrichtung eines Montageplatzes.

BESSERE LASTPOSITIONIERUNG
Mit einem Self-Levelling Beam ist das Positionieren
ein Leichtes. Segmentenden, die zuerst abgelegt
werden sollen, können gezielt abgesenkt werden.
Dies ist insbesondere beim Einbau besonders langer
Weichensegmente ein großer Vorteil.

6 Der Track Digger schafft bis zu 300 m3/h

PERFEKTES ZUSAMMENSPIEL, ALLES AUS
EINER HAND
Weichenwagen gibt es viele und sehr verschiedene.
Einen Weichenwagen, der in den Arbeitsabläufen perfekt auf das Umbausystem abgestimmt ist, sodass effiziente und sichere Abläufe entstehen, gibt es nur
einmal: den Switch Tilter von Kirow.
Ein Beispiel: Der Kirow Switch Tilter ist der Weichenwagen mit der niedrigsten Plattformhöhe. Ihr Vorteil:
die einfache Entladung.
6 Self-Levelling Beam mit Haken-Schiebesystem (HS)

6 Arbeiten vor Kopf: die einzigartige Arbeitsweise des Multi Taskers

6 Die Raupen des DESEC Tracklayers können 90 Grad gedreht werden

6 Nur ein Gleis wird benötigt: Zusammenspiel zwischen DESEC Tracklayer und Switch Tilter

6 Ballast Tilter: einfaches, absolut sicheres und schnelles System

6 Sichere und schnelle Weichenteilablage mit Self-Levelling und Connecting Beams
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams

KIROW
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams

KIROW
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams

KIROW
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams

KIROW
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams

KIROW
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams
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PROFESSIONAL RAILWAY RESCUE SERVICE.
WITH US, SAFETY COMES FIRST.

HEAVY-LOAD TRANSPORT FOR RAILWAYS.
LOW BRIDGE LOADS ARE THE KEY.

The Kirow Multi Tasker is the ultimate lifting machine
for clearing up after an accident.

8 MULTI MOVER C

8 HERKULES

The Kirow Multi Mover C is our flagship for the construction of railway lines using prefabricated bridge
sections. These sections can be loaded safely and
gently onto the Multi Mover at a concrete plant and
taken to the place of installation more than ten
kilometres away.

Increasing restrictions on road transport are making
rail-borne heavy-load transport more and more attractive. Massive loads such as transformers, generators and equipment for rolling mills with weights of up
to 500 tonnes and more are dealt with easily by Kirow
heavy-load vehicles.

SYNCHRONISED WITH LAYING CRANE
Perfect coordination with the laying equipment used
on location guarantees that prefabricated parts can
be installed safely and precisely. The size and geometry of bridge sections can vary depending on external
factors. The vehicles we have built to date have been
designed for the transport of 35-metre-long bridge
sections with a mass of 900 tonnes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Kirow heavy-load vehicles are customised products
optimised on the basis of customer requirements,
taking technical and administrative factors into
account. There are three loading methods:

LIFTING HEAVY LOADS IN RAIL NETWORKS
Kirow railway cranes excel with their extremely high
load moment capacity. It is the only machine that can
work in the rail environment that can lift and manoeuvre
any kind of rolling stock into the neighbouring track
and, in the case of the strongest cranes, even lengthways in front of its buffers.

XL SAFETY

EASY ACCESS TO THE ACCIDENT SITE
Accident sites in the middle of large railway stations,
on tracks alongside rivers, in cuttings or in the mountains are difficult for rubber-tyred vehicles to access.
But the Multi Tasker can reach them quickly and easily
as it can be moved, just like a normal carriage, to
the site by a locomotive and is immediately ready
for action.

PERFECTLY SUITED TO RAILWAY CONDITIONS
FOR EFFICIENT OPERATION AND VERSATILE
USAGE:
DUAL ROTATING ASSEMBLY –
A KIROW INVENTION
The Multi Tasker can slew its jib without its counterweight turning at the same time. This means the
Multi Tasker can work without restriction even when
there are obstacles such as pylons, tunnels and noise
barriers behind it. It requires only one outrigger, which
saves an enormous amount of time and speeds up
accident clearing.
DRIVING UNDER LOAD
Unlike a mobile crane, the Multi Tasker can drive while
carrying heavy loads. This means that rolling stock and
bogies can be placed back on their tracks and moved
away from the site of the accident.
6 Strong Kirow cranes can lift a locomotive lengthways in front of its buffers

XL SAFETY
The Kirow railway crane is also extremely safe. Its
electronic load moment limitation system, which
always keeps the crane within a safe working range,
is integrated into the crane’s control system. All of
the crane’s movements are monitored by this proven
electronic control system.
This safety feature is complemented by the exceptional
visibility which the Multi Tasker’s cabin offers its operator. This cabin’s big safety glass windows provide a
perfect all-round view and outstanding vision. This is
supported by a camera for the rear, whose image is
displayed on a high-resolution screen. It is easy to
concentrate when working in the Multi Tasker.

WIDE RANGE OF ACTION
The Multi Tasker has a long telescopic jib with which
scattered parts – for instance, 20 metres away from
the tracks – can easily be recovered and taken away.
SENSIBLE INVESTMENT
Network operators who acquire a Kirow Multi Tasker
are making an economically sound decision. After all,
the more quickly an accident site can be cleared, the
smaller the losses caused by track closures. Furthermore, recovering costly rail vehicles carefully can save
on repair costs as well.
With a service life of more than 30 years, a Kirow
crane is a lasting investment.

All of the Multi Mover’s movements are monitored by
comprehensive diagnostic systems. These tools even
enable the operator to detect potential operating
errors early and correct them quickly, because despite
its enormous dimensions the Multi Mover C is remarkably mobile. Its electronic steering includes three
steering programs for cornering and one for driving
sideways.

Only high-quality components, mainly made by
German manufacturers, are used to build it. This quality
and the finely tuned compatibility of the components
give the crane operator confidence and assurance
even in tricky situations.

Kirow can offer the perfect switch renewal solution for
any topography and rail network density.
8 MULTI TASKER
With the benefits it offers, the Multi Tasker is perfectly
cut out for working on rail networks featuring numerous stations and/or tunnels, railways and mountains:
UNIQUE WORKING METHOD
Its unique method of moving heavy segments in front
of its buffers (even below overhead lines) enables it to
carry loads on a crane hook over long distances. This is
a big benefit since assembly sites can be hard to find
in dense rail networks. Using the Multi Tasker, assembly
sites can be chosen up to two kilometres away from
the actual place of installation. The Multi Tasker can
of course transport heavy loads around superelevated
curves since it balances itself automatically in every
situation. The Multi Tasker’s automatic superelevation
compensation enables heavy loads to be transported
safely under the most difficult circumstances.
MAKING HEAVY, BULKY LOADS
EASY TO MANOEUVRE
The Multi Tasker is highly manoeuvrable on rails. It
doesn’t just transport loads, it can also swing them to
the side with its jib and rotate them using its hook. This
makes it easy to elegantly manoeuvre segments up to
40 metres long and eight metres wide around typical
railway obstacles such as pylons, platforms, railway
roofs and so on.

6 The Multi Tasker can easily reach an accident site, even on uneven and steep terrain

8 DESEC TRACKLAYER
The DESEC Tracklayer is the ideal unit if you need to
vacate the track quickly after replacement – in other
words in more rural areas or on single-track sections.
It is extremely flexible and performs outstandingly
when lifting, transporting and laying long, heavy track
and switch sections.

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY ENABLES NUMEROUS
APPLICATIONS
Multi Taskers are extremely high-performance cranes.
Not only can they easily lift and move every size of
concrete switch element, they can also often be used
to assemble railway station roofs, substations and all
kinds of bridges. The Multi Tasker’s versatility ensures
it will be kept busy by its operators, making it an investment which pays off.

ALL-TERRAIN
The DESEC Tracklayer travels on caterpillar tracks
and is therefore independent of the rail tracks themselves, making it fully flexible and autonomous in its
transport tasks. It picks up the part anywhere alongside the track and brings it to its place of installation,
regardless of the terrain.
REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK
The DESEC Tracklayer requires just one track for
installing sections of track and switch. This means that
traffic on the neighbouring track can continue uninterrupted. The DESEC Tracklayer picks up the part from
where it is being stored, carries it to the installation
location and inserts it precisely into position.

8 SELF-LEVELLING BEAM
Motorised traverse systems eliminate the need to
search manually for the centre of gravity. The SelfLevelling Beam is the ideal companion to the crane.
Its motorised traverse system moves the crane hook
under load. This enables the centre of gravity to be
found quickly – simply by pressing a button on a
remote-control unit. No longer does a rigger have to
climb around on the switch wagon or search for the
mass centre – a bothersome and time-consuming
procedure. This makes work significantly safer and
additionally saves around five minutes per lift.

6 Multi Mover C building a high-speed line in China

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
When Kirow builds heavy-load vehicles, it taps into
Krupp Ardelt’s years of experience. Its product range
extends from simple vehicles all the way to highly
complex units which possess numerous hydraulic
adjustment systems. This allows loads with very different geometries to be loaded up and obstacles en
route to be avoided.
MINIMISED BRIDGE LOADS
To date, we have constructed heavy-load vehicles with
up to 36 axles able to carry up to 800 tonnes. The
design of these vehicles ensures that the load is distributed evenly across all the axles, which minimises
the load on the road.

REMOTE CONTROL
The operator can control everything from a safe distance and with excellent visibility using radio remote
control. Installation can take as little as ten minutes
per part, depending on the distance between storage
and installation sites. The track is then quickly ready
for traffic again.

6 Herkules: Rail-borne heavy-load transport with and without load,
side view

REQUIRES JUST ONE TRACK, EVEN WITH
SWITCH WAGON
The DESEC Tracklayer is unbeatable when combined
with our Switch Tilter switch wagon which can carry
track and switch sections to the place of installation as
and when needed. The DESEC Tracklayer simply picks
a part off the switch wagon, carries it to the place of
installation and positions it there safely and precisely,
returning soon afterwards to collect and install the
next part.
All of this happens on just one track. Traffic can continue as normal on the neighbouring track while replacement work goes on. And, of course, pre-assembled
large parts remain in whole pieces when you work with
a switch wagon. This allows complete switches to be
assembled quickly and accurately, and brought quickly
into operation.

SAFEST METHOD
The DESEC unit is the safest method of replacement:
it stands firmly and safely on four wide caterpillar tracks.
It is inherently free from the kind of load swinging and
slewing which can impede traffic.

8 SWITCH TILTER

8 TRACK DIGGER

The Kirow Switch Tilter carries fully pre-assembled
switch segments to the construction site as they are
needed, in factory-assembled quality. There, they are
lifted and installed by the Multi Tasker or DESEC
Tracklayer.

The Track Digger is the ideal excavator when it comes
to excavating ballast or the entire trackbed.

NO WORKING AT HEIGHT
Kirow has developed a special load-securing system
which can be locked and unlocked using the radio
control without a rigger having to climb onto the
switch wagon. This way the switch wagon complies
with the strict occupational safety regulations prevalent on railways.

FLEXIBLE TO TRANSPORT
The DESEC Tracklayer can be brought to the construction site on a low-loader or flat wagon, it can then
unload itself using its four outriggers.

6 Excellent teamwork: the DESEC Tracklayer above Switch Tilter

The load-securing system consists of cross and connecting beams which can be locked and unlocked to
and from each other by the Kirow Self-Levelling
Beam. The connecting beams remain on the wagon
while the compact cross beams replace rigging straps.
This means significantly more lifting height.
SWITCH SECTIONS HANDLED CAREFULLY FOR
HIGH INSTALLATION QUALITY
Both the DESEC Tracklayer and a crane with the
Kirow Self-Levelling Beam, manoeuvre switch sections while they are hanging freely. This means no
shearing, flexion or torsional forces on the segment,
ensuring outstanding installation quality.

IMPROVED LOAD POSITIONING
The Self-Levelling Beam makes positioning easy. The
ends of segments that have to be placed down first
can be lowered with precision. This is particularly
advantageous when installing very long segments
of switch.
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6 Multi Mover C: Heavy duty vehicle for the transport of prefabricated, reinforced concrete members

OPTIMUM USE OF CLOSURE PHASE
Using the Switch Tilter and DESEC Tracklayer or Multi
Tasker together reduces construction time. The switch
wagon can be driven straight to the place of installation, thus removing one working stage and saving the
time it would take to drive there.

EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL
The replacement method known in the United Kingdom
as ‘modular switch’ has led to average replacement
cost savings of 30%. Contrary to the standard practice
elsewhere, pre-assembled switches can be transported directly by the Switch Tilter in large segments:
the removal and the assembly site are no longer required.

THE NEIGHBOURING TRACK REMAINS OPEN
The counterweight can be retracted using a telescopic
arm or, on cranes with a double rotating assembly, it
can remain on the track axis so that traffic on the
neighbouring track is not affected by the crane.
MAKING THE MOST OF POSSESSIONS
Switches can be disassembled in multiple large segments in just an hour and reinstalled within the next
hour. The Multi Tasker represents the fastest method
of switch renewal. It achieves this extraordinary
efficiency because of the logic of its modular working
method: time-consuming pre-assembly activity is done
in a place independent of the track. The assembled
element can be installed in just a few minutes.

CONTACT

EASY TO TRANSPORT IN CONTAINERS
Although the Kirow Multi Mover C is very big, it is highly
flexible on account of its modular structure. Transported to the building site in standard containers, it
is quick and easy to assemble and after a brief test
phase is soon ready for action. Once its work is finished it is just as easy to dismantle and pack efficiently into containers, in which it can be taken to the next
building site.
6 The Multi Tasker’s special counterweight arrangement allows it to work
with just one outrigger without disturbing the neighbouring track

WORLD MARKET LEADER IN
SWITCH RENEWAL MACHINERY.
QUICK REPLACEMENT, PERFECT LOGISTICS.

REDUNDANCY FOR EXTREME RELIABILITY
Construction equipment used to carry prefabricated
bridge sections, some of which are extremely large,
must be very reliable indeed. The Kirow Multi Mover
C is therefore equipped with two redundant power
packs. Each of these two power packs can on its own
perform all of the movements of a complete working
cycle such as lifting, steering and driving. This guarantees absolute reliability.

–– Self-supporting loads which can be harnessed
beneath a supporting structure
–– Loads that can be placed on load-through supports
–– Loads that can be loaded onto flatbeds

WORKING ON SINGLE-TRACK STRETCHES
The special advantage of the Track Digger is that
excavated material can be loaded along the track
axis. The slewing action performed by conventional
excavators is eliminated. This significantly increases
excavating performance.
FLEXIBLE EXCAVATION
Its highly mobile excavating arm enables this machine
to adhere precisely to the excavation area cross section along the entire length. The Track Digger responds
flexibly to unexpected situations and can easily remove
obstacles in the ground.
8 BALLAST TILTER
The Ballast Tilter skip system is the most efficient
method of transporting ballast to and from a site.
Ballast Tilter skips are simply attached to standard
container wagons using twist-locks and can therefore
be categorised as cargo. This eliminates costly, timeconsuming approval procedures. Thanks to their low
load ledges, loading and unloading is quick, even
beneath overhead lines. A whole Ballast Tilter train
can be emptied in just five minutes – and a single
person can operate it, controlling the skips using
a cable remote control.

6 Switch Tilter in the United Kingdom

6 The Track Digger achieves up to 300 m3/h

PERFECT INTERPLAY,
ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
There are many very different kinds of switch wagons
around, but there is only one switch wagon perfectly
matched with working processes in the replacement
system so that the processes are genuinely efficient and
safe – the Kirow Switch Tilter. Just one example: the
Kirow Switch Tilter is the switch wagon with the lowest
platform height. For you, that means easy unloading.
6 Self-Levelling Beam with hook sliding system

6 Working in front of the buffers: the Multi Tasker’s unique method

6 The caterpillars of the DESEC Tracklayers can be turned through 90 degrees

6 Only one track is required: the DESEC Tracklayer and Switch Tilter working together

6 Ballast Tilter: a simple, quick and absolutely safe system

6 Lowering down a switch section quickly and safely using Self-Levelling and connecting beams

